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In this note we present a theorem which turns out to be a useful tool to prove the 
existence of solutions of nonlinear eigenvalue problems. We work in an abstract 
setting and describe shortly an application of this technique. The applications 
worked out so far concern problems of solid state physics related to the theory of 
locahzation with interacting electrons. 0 1989 Academic PICSS, 1~. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let SY be a Hilbert space, let HO be a densely defined, self-adjoint 
operator with domain 9(H,,) c A?‘, and let X denote the Banach space 
9(H,) endowed with the graph norm 
ll4x = ll4l + IlKA VUEWHo), (1.1) 
where 11. /I is the norm of ST. Let N be the map defined on 
M- {UGS 1 Ilull = l} (1.2) 
and whose values are bounded, self-adjoint operators in 2’. I shall suppose 
that N is twice Frechet differentiable with respect to the &’ and the Y(S) 
topologies, and that the following constants are finite: 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
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My aim is to construct a solution to the following nonlinear eigenvalue 
problem: 
H,u+ N(u)u = Eu 
MEMnX. 
(1.6) 
Let me suppose we are able to construct a “good” approximate solution 
uO E M of (1.6). By this I mean that the linear eigenvalue problem 
Houo + N(vo)uo = E,uO 
u,EMnX 
(1.7) 
has a solution (E,, ZQ,) with EO simple and llu,, - uO)I small enough. The 
following result guarantees that there exists a solution u of the nonlinear 
eigenvalue problem (1.6) close to a0 in the X-topology. 
THEOREM. Let us assume that E, is a simple and isolated eigenvalue of 
Ho + N(u,) and set 
y = disWo, W. + Nu~))\{E,}), (1.8) 
so-y - II~~u(~o)C~l~oll~~x, - 2 IN,,l lbo- UOII, (1.9) 
al = 1 + lEoI + INI + 2 INi, + IN,,,I y (1.10) 
a2 - IEOI + 2 INI + IN,,l. (1.11) 
If a,>0 and 
then problem (1.6) has a solution u with 
Ilu-u,ll&. 
1 
Remark 1. The hypothesis that N is a bounded operator can be easily 
replaced by the hypothesis that N is infinitesimally small with respect to H. 
Remark 2. My bounds are handmade and, presumably, far from 
optimal, even in the very general context we consider. Actually, for some 
applications as the one in [2], a more careful discussion allowed us to get 
better bounds. 
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section I explain the 
strategy of the proof, Section 3 contains the basic estimates, and in Sec- 
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tion 4 the proof is concluded. In Section 5 I review shortly one concrete 
problem where the theorem above found an application. I should like to 
acknowledge that I profited much from the collaboration with J. Frohlich 
and also thank the referee for his comments on a preceding version of this 
paper. 
2. STRATEGY OF THE PROOF 
The proof of the theorem in Section 1 is based on the study of the 
following family of eigenvalue problems connecting (1.6) and (1.7): 
(Ho + Wdqs + BU%qJ - Nuo)) up= Epqe ugeMnX. (2.1) 
Here /I is a parameter running from 0 to 1 and I wish to construct a 
smooth family /I H (E,, up) of solutions to (2.1) such that 
uplp=o=u. (2.2) 
In case this family exists, then U, will be the solution of (1.6) we are 
looking for. 
More precisely, the problem can be stated in the following way. Due to 
the implicit function theorem and the fact that E, is assumed to be simple, 
we know that there is a smooth family of solutions (EB, up) of (2.1) for p 
small. Let 10, &) be the maximal interval of existence on the positive real 
axis. Then what we have to prove is that /I0 is larger than one. The method 
I shall follow is based on an a priori estimate of the derivative u;P of ug with 
respect to /I that we shall state and prove in Section 2. To compute u;9, let 
us differentiate both the members of (2.1) with respect to /? 
(Ho + Nu,) + PCNup) - Wdl + P&(qX~ 1 up - EB) & 
=E~u,+[N(u,)-N(u,)]u,. (2.3) 
Let P,, be the orthogonal projector along ug and let QuP E II - P,,. I have 
(H,+N(u,)+PCN(us)-N(u,)l +PQ,,N,,(us)C.lua-E,)u;, 
= Q,CWd - Wp)l up. (2.4) 
By inverting the operator on the left-hand side, I find 
x Q,,CW+,) - Nup)l up 
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In the next section, I shall bound the right-hand side of (2.5) with E, 
replaced by 
E&7) = (q, (Ho + Woo) + PCw+?) - Nhm~/9l (2.6) 
3. THE BASIC ESTIMATES 
Let us assume that p is a number in the inverval (0, min( 1, /?,,)). I have 
E(q) = Eo + Eo(u, - ~0, uo) + P(qh cm,) - Wo)lqd 
+ B(q, Cffo + N~omq? - uo)) 
and I find the following bound: 
IE, - Eel G IEol IbB - uo II + B IN,,1 lbp- uoll 
+B b,-uollx+B INI Ilug-uoll 
d Cl + l&l + IN + I~,,11 IIu,-uollx+ IN/A ho-~011. (3.1) 
Moreover, I have 
iiBQua~,~(~s)c.i~sii~ec~~ G iiw~,c~~,(,, + IN,,,I ibp- uoii. (3.2) 
Hence the following bound holds: 
II(Ho + No,) + mw+?) - Wuo)l 
+BQ,,N,,(u,)C.lu,-E,)-‘Q,,ll,,,, 
G (Y - II~,u(~o)c~l~oIl,(,, -2 IN/A lluo-uoll -(I + Pol+ INI 
+2 IN/A + I~,uuI) II~~-~oIl,l)-’ 
=(ao--1 Ilq?-~olIx)-‘. (3.3) 
To simplify the notations, let me denote by (Ho + V- E) - ‘Q the operator 
on the first line of (3.3). I have 
IIffo(ffo+ V-W’QUII,,,, 
G IIQull + II(u-ENHo+ V-W’Qvll 
,< Cl + (II U,(,, + IElI II(Ho+ v-W’III Ilull. 
Let me observe that 
II VII ZyX) + I4 
2 INI + IN,ul + IEol +a, Ilup-uollx+ IN/A lluo-~011 
=a2+a1 ll”fl-uoll,. 
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The X-norm of the right-hand side of (2.5) can thus be bounded as follows, 
for all /.I in the interval [0, min(1, /IO)): 
1Ir.h.s. of (2.5)11 x 
4 
< 1 + 1 +%+a, llup-uollx 
ao-a1 llq-4x 1 W,uI Cllq3-uoll + lluo-~olll. (3.4) 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
From the bound (3.4), I find 
$ Ilup--0llx 
6 W,uI 1 + [ 
l +a2+a1 lkuollx 
a,--a1 Ilqr~ollx 1 [lluo-uoll + llup-uoll]. (4.1) 
Hence Ilug - uoll x is bounded above by the solution x(/I) of the differential 
equation 
$= IN,,I ‘,‘““‘J:’ cIl~o-~oII +x1, x(0) = 0. (4.2) 
0 1 
If Ijug - uo/ = 0, then the solution of (4.2) is the identically zero function, 
while if /Jug- uoll > 0, the solution blows up at finite fl. Hence, it is clear 
that if Ilug - uoll is small enough, the blow up occurs after p = 1, i.e., /IO b 1. 
My aim is to render more precise this statement and to prove the bounds 
of the theorem. 
I shall consider only the cases in which lluo- uo(I is so small that the 
solution x(/I) of (4.2) is such that 
x(l)<;:. 
1 
In these cases, I have 
& < 2a, W/A 
dP---- ao 
l+iao+a2) Cll~o-d +x1. 
By integrating the differential inequality (4.4) I find 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
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Hence, in order for (4.3) to hold, it suffices to have 
,,o-uo,~G~~[exp(2~1~yl+;no+Y.2))-l]-’. (4.5) 
1 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
5. AN APPLICATION 
In this section, I describe shortly an application of the theorem in Sec- 
tion 1, defering to [2] for the details. The equation we wish to consider is 
the following: 
--&x)+ V(x)u(x)+ c ju(y+jl)* W(lx-yl) u(x)=Eu(x), 
/+o 
UE w272(R), IIu(l*= 1, (5.1) 
where W(s) is a function in L”(R) such that 
0-c w(s)<cs-‘-q, (5.2) 
where q > 0, C > 0, and V(x) is a periodic potential of the form 
VXE[jl-$,jl+f],jEN 
otherwise. (5.3) 
One can prove the following: 
THEOREM. There is a constant I, such that if I> lo then (5.1) has a 
solution. 
The reason why this result holds can be easily understood by readers 
familiar with quantum mecanical perturbation theory. Equation (5.1) 
describes an infinite number of electrons, one per well, in the Hartree 
approximation. The wavefunctions of these electrons are all equal up to a 
translation by jl, with je N. The effective potential seen by the electron 
whose wavefunction solves (5.1) is somewhat deeper in the well in the 
origin than in the other wells. Hence, if 1 is large enough, the tunnelling 
between the wells is suppressed by the mutual repulsion between the 
electrons. This phenomenon is named Mott localization in the physics 
literature. 
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To prove this result with the theorem in Section 1, I have to construct a 
good approximate solution Y,,. To this end, I take the ground state of the 
Schriidinger operator -d*/dx* + V(x) with Neumann boundary conditions 
at the points x = ) f. I have now to study the problem 
UOE w”~*(R), I(uJI* = 1 (5.4) 
and prove that a solution u. close to u. exists. Standard quantum 
mechanical perturbation theory can be used to study this problem and one 
can prove that if 1 is large enough, then u. exists and Ijug - vo(12 + 0 as 
It cc. Finally, one can verify that the right-hand side of (1.12) remains 
bounded below by a positive constant as 1 t cc. 
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